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We know that assessment is not a bolt-on and that considering assessment in a strategic way, in terms of the whole institution, can enhance the learner journey. Streamlining data flow and processes can enable efficiencies and embed effective practices. Embedding assessment practices within the curriculum can help to equip students with the skills they need to become more self-directing and in control of their own learning.

Raising the question of assessment in Scotland

We expect you will come with questions. You will want to attend this event because you need to meet regionalisation outcomes and want to improve assessment practices in your institution. You want solutions for supporting the highest quality learning, achieving efficiencies, implementing effective structures, sustainable institutions and equipping students with the skills they will need to develop their careers.

We believe you will leave with answers. By the end of this event, we think you will have solutions for implementing effective assessment practices and ideas for how these can help you meet some of the regionalisation outcomes. We know you will have contact details for the key people in the key agencies and understand what kind of support is available to you in steering the assessment agenda in your own institution.

Who should attend

This event is aimed at: Policy Advisors, Outcome Managers, Principals, Vice-Principals, Heads of Assessment, Directors of Curriculum, Heads of Learning and Teaching Units, those who directly inform the assessment agenda.

Free for staff from FE and HE in Scotland.
HOW TO BOOK & FIND US

For further information and to book, go to: http://bit.ly/ViFlCI
Or call the Jisc RSC on 0141 585 0022

Venue: The College Development Network
Argyll Court, Castle Business Park,
Stirling, FK9 4TY.
Tel: +44 (0) 1786 892000